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CARDS
LOVE AND LIGHT
CARDS
by Doreen Virtue
& Karen Kay
RRP:$30.00
9781401950453
Hay House
Cards
These LOVE & LIGHT CARDS by Doreen Virtue offer
beautifully supportive messages and scripture to help open
your heart to your natural spiritual gifts. Each of the 44
cards features a beautiful image, devotional topic and
relevant scriptural passage. The guidebook features devotionals to expand on each card, for prayerful and meditative
contemplation.

WORK YOUR LIGHT
ORACLE CARDS

POSITIVE
ASTROLOGY CARDS

by Rebecca Campbell
& Danielle Noel
RRP:$30.00
9781781809952
Hay House
Cards

by Krystal Savoy
RRP:$78.00
9781572819412
US Games
Cards
POSITIVE ASTROLOGY CARDS are designed for both
beginners and experienced astrologers to unlock the ancient wisdom of the stars. With the colourful 73-card deck,
the detailed guidebook assists you in understanding your
natal chart and your personality. Illustrated instructions
teach you how to best utilize the qualities of the zodiac’s
daily and monthly cycles for abundance and success.

Spiritual teacher Rebecca Campbell knows better than
most what it means to “work your light”. Rebecca has
created the WORK YOUR LIGHT ORACLE CARDS for
those who are ready to hear the whispers of their soul and
take action towards a life in alignment with their talents and
dreams. With stunning imagery from popular MBS illustrator Danielle Noel,

BOOKS
AWAKEN
CLAIRVOYANT
ENERGY
by Cyndi Dale
RRP:$30.00
9780738751627
Llewellyn
Paperback
288 pages
With clairvoyance, you can connect with
the deceased or a child yet to be born. You
can attract more of what you love into your
life and you can travel between lifetimes.
This book is a wonderful guide to healing
and growing through the power of your
energetic abilities.

CHAKRA
HEALING FOR
VIBRANT ENERGY
by Michelle Fondin
RRP:$32.00
9781608685349
New World Library
Paperback
256 pages
Michelle Fondin, a teacher, healer, and
author known for plain-spoken explanations of Eastern practices here puts the
power of chakras in the hands of readers,
whether they are facing a particular illness
or interested in optimizing everyday wellbeing.

ELEMENTAL
DIVINATION

INNER
CAUSE

by Stephen Ball
RRP:$32.00
9780738754475
Llewellyn
Paperback
240 pages

by Martin Brofman
RRP:$36.00
9781844097531
Findhorn Press
Paperback
256 pages

The elements have always been sources of
strength and wisdom for those who are in
touch with spirit. This book is a guide to
integrating the energetic and symbolic
power of the elements as you wend your
way through the magic and mystery of life.

Integrating Martin Brofman’s more than
30 years of research and healing practice,
The INNER CAUSE comprises an A to Z
compendium of 800 symptoms and a
psychology of their inner causes, the
messages they are trying to send to our
consciousness.

DREAMS
THAT CAN
SAVE YOUR LIFE
by Larry Burke
& Kathleen O'KeefeKanavos
RRP:$36.00
9781844097449
Findhorn Press
Paperback 224 pages
Showcasing the important role of dreams
and their power to detect and heal illness,
Dr. Larry Burk and Kathleen O’KeefeKanavos share amazing research and true
stories of physical and emotional healings
triggered by dreams.

SOUL HEALING
WITH OUR ANIMAL
COMPANIONS
by Tammy Billups
RRP:$30.00
9781591433057
Bear & Co
Paperback
176 pages
The animals we attract in our lives reflect
us in many ways. Our connections with
them run deeply, down to the soul level.
Just like us, they are also on a journey to
evolve their soul through their relationships
and experiences, and each has deeply
spiritual messages for us and intentions for
our personal growth.

F**K IT
BE AT PEACE WITH
LIFE, JUST AS IT IS
by John Parkin
RRP:$26.00
9781401955717
Hay House
Paperback
240 pages
In this book, John C. Parkin, author of the
bestselling F**K IT series, looks at how we
can close this gap: not through improving
ourselves or making changes in our lives,
but through saying ‘F**k it’ and making
peace with life, just as it is.

YOGA
FRIENDS
by Mariam Gates
& Rolf
RRP:$32.00
9781622038169
Sounds True
Hardback
32 pages
Perfect for teaming up with a friend, sibling,
parent, or caregiver, each easy practice
shows how cooperation helps us to imagine, move, and have fun in a whole new
way. Includes a back-page guide for parents and caregivers, showing how to do
each pose and how to connect them into
an easy-to-follow flow.

FEATURED TITLES
MAORI HEALING REMEDIES
by Murdoch Riley
RRP:$30.00
9780854671427
Viking
Paperback
80 pages
A useful book of time-tested Maori herbal therapies, whether for arthritis, headaches, insect
bites, rheumatism, skin complaints, sore throats, sprains, wounds e.t.c. Page headings for
over 30 ailments. Identifying photos of many of the N.Z plants used. In conjunction to the
spiritual healing herbal remedies (drinks, poultices or lotions), heat, massage, blood-letting,
plant sap on wounds and manipulation was also used. Still to this day these techniques are
used alongside other medicines.

JUDY HALLS
CRYSTAL COMPANION
by Judy Hall
RRP:$40.00
9781841814711
Godsfield Press
Paperback
320 pages
With more than 45 years of experience in crystal healing, expert author Judy Hall is a
leading authority on the use of crystals for personal and spiritual development. In this stunning book, she presents a curated collection of powerful crystals and beautifully communicates how these extraordinary entities can be employed to enhance our lives. With chapters
on the body, heart, mind, spirit, children, karmic clearing, ancestral healing, grounding and
protection, and home and environment.
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NEW RELEASES
YOUR PERSONAL
HOROSCOPE 2019
by Joseph Polansky
RRP:$25.00
9780008273507
Harper Thorsons
Paperback
384 pages

Your complete one-volume guide to the year 2019. This
fantastic and in-depth book includes month-by-month
forecasts for every sign and all you need to know to find out
what is in store for you in the year ahead. The only onevolume horoscope you'll ever need.

Bridging Eastern and Western lineages to reclaim Reiki’s
roots as both a healing art and a spiritual practice, Nicholas Pearson offers a new comprehensive exploration of
Reiki’s history and evolution.

IMMORTAL
SELF

by David Steindl-Rast
RRP:$28.00
9781683640578
Sounds True
Paperback
128 pages

by Aaravindha Himadra
RRP:$32.00
9781683641131
Sounds True
Paperback
320 pages

Through his books and appearances, David Steindl-Rast
has shared the blessings of the thankful heart with millions.
With this uncommon journal, he invites us to find greater
depth and joy amid our daily challenges and burdens.

TAILS FROM
THE AFTERLIFE

by Wayne Powell
& Patricia Miller
RRP:$34.00
9780738750491
Llewellyn
Paperback 288 pages
Join authors Wayne Kealohi Powell and Patricia Lynn
Miller, long-time students and practitioners of Hawaiian
bodywork and shamanism, on a fascinating journey that
provides profound opening, offers permanent change, and
evokes higher qualities of living.

FROM ANXIETY
TO LOVE

TO BE
A MAN PB

by Corinne Zupko
RRP:$32.00
9781608685059
New World Library
Paperback
224 pages

by Robert Masters
RRP:$30.00
9781683641285
Sounds True
Paperback
320 pages

Whether struggling with everyday stress or near-crippling
discomfort, you will find that Corinne Zupko’s approach
offers a new way of healing from - rather than just coping
with - fear and anxiety.

Here is a transformative story that will invite you to challenge your preconceptions, open your heart, and receive
the wisdom that your soul has always known: “When the
last obstruction to the Truth of our existence falls, but one
power remains - the power of Supreme Love.”

HAWAIIAN
SHAMANISTIC
HEALING

FOUNDATIONS
OF REIKI RYOHO
by Nicholas Pearson
RRP:$50.00
9781620556733
Healing Arts Press
Paperback
352 pages

MAY CAUSE
HAPPINESS

by Kristy Robinett
RRP:$34.00
9780738752174
Llewellyn
Paperback
240 pages
TAILS FROM THE AFTERLIFE shares heart-warming and
amazing stories of the signs, symbols, and messages that
our pets send to us, proving that they are waiting and even
helping us from the other side.

UNICORN
RISING
by Calista
RRP:$26.00

9781788170918
Hay House
Paperback
256 pages

As women's roles have dramatically shifted as a result of
the women's movement, so have men's. Robert Masters
helps men navigate the tricky and contradictory messages
that men get about what it means to be a man in today's
world.

In UNICORN RISING, holistic healer Calista explains the
true symbolism and energy behind the Unicorns, why right
now is a significant time for us to integrate with their healing power and what the Unicorns can do to help you on
your soul journey.

CDS
CD-AKASHIC
DREAM

CD-LIGHT
OF THE SOUL

by Wychazel
RRP:$32.00
MGCD570
MG Music
Compact Disc

by Tomas Lanquist
RRP:$32.00
MGCD569
MG Music
Compact Disc

Ethereal textures and dreamlike themes with flavours of the mystic East merge enticingly
with gently hypnotic rhythms and mysterious atmospheric effects. Ideal for relaxation, visualisation and journeys of the imagination.
Featuring Guitars, Synths & Samples, atmospherics and instruments from the ERA Ancient
Persia sample library. Continuous music with no silent pauses between tracks.

Inspired by the poetry of Rumi, Light of the Soul takes you on a spiritual journey of harmony and love. The soft and dreamy music performed on keyboards will accompany you to
the awakening of the heart.
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